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MATTER IS DESIGN
The growing complexity of transformation processes
of built environment has increased the attention to the
project’s immaterial dimension and its “invisible components”, while the careful control of its physical and
material components seems to be less relevant. This is
happening despite the growing requirements needed
and the increased levels of building performance to be
provided -especially those imposed by environmental issues- are accelerating techniques innovation and
modifying the contents and practices of the project.
The many needs to be met and the overwhelming availability of new technical options push on established paradigms and arrangements, demanding the project to recreate coherence between the constructive principle and the
authenticity of the material. A coherence being able to meet
the challenges of contemporaneity, by fully synthesizing its
many instances (environmental, social, cultural, technical,
expressive), without any media exhibition of the innovation, nor renouncing to use materials as a vehicle – and, together, as content – of the quality of space and architecture.
Some trends highlight with particular intensity the effects that innovations in this area lead to project practices.
Among them, emerge as a possible topics of greatest interest:
1.
the availability of materials and components incorporating adaptive behaviours -macro, micro and nanoscale- introduces elements of dynamism in the architectural artefacts that make it changeable over time (component
automation, functional coatings, self-cleaning, self-adjusting, self-repairing, energy collecting materials, etc.). At
the same time, the diffusion of parametric design, along
with the development of computer-aided production techniques, the rapid evolution of 3D printing/prototyping,
the ever-expanding range of diversified and on-demand
customizable products, allow to obtain materials with designed features that allow both new applications and changes in traditional ones, but need to find a complex equili-

brium, within the project, between “showing” and “hiding”,
between congruence and dissimulation, between functional performances and figurative and perceptive features;
2.
performance enhancements allow for reinterpretation of traditional stratigraphy or configurations (e.g.: monolayer masonry in rectified clay blocks, x-lam walls, etc.),
at the price of significant changes in operation and organization of the building site, which is involved with intense
hybridization of construction techniques (co-existence of
mono and multi-layered elements, traditional and innovative materials, dry and wet assembling, off-site prefabricated
components and on-site craftsmanship works, etc.), whose
heterogeneity is still an obstacle to the digital modelling
of the process and, in general, it requires to seek new and
effective forms of integration and complementarity between the different elements and arrangements in the project;
3.
the need of reducing environmental impacts and
carbon footprint invests the whole building process and
especially the material supply chains, inducing the use of environmentally sustainable products (renewable, made with
recycled waste and easily recyclable at the end of their life,
etc.). These dynamics open up challenging issues regarding
the material suitability, effectiveness, durability, end-of-life
management, with reference to both the performance assessment and the design control of the formal and expressive results as well as of the adequacy of the assembling of
which these materials are parts. These issues are even more
critical when observed within the target of the recovery
of existing building, where the interaction between obsolescence processes of existing and new materials and the
compatibility issues (chemical-physical, perceptive and in
terms of relationships with places and contexts) must be
considered, as well as of their interactions with the formal
and expressive aspects that the project is called to manage.
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Authors are invited to send an abstract of 4000 characters (spaces included) in Italian (or English, in case of foreign author).
The abstract is intended to report
the main contents planned to be
proposed in the article. The abstract has to be written in a clear and concise manner, showing an effective correspondence to the topic of the call. Furthermore, the abstract has to follow the following structure:
• object of the proposal and aim of the article;
• approach and/or methodology.
Authors are invited to specify if their contribution is targeting the “research and experimentation” or “essays and
viewpoints” section.
In particular, the “research and experimentation paper has
to outline:
• results: analytical aspects, proposals, debates;
• originality: by explaining what is new and for whom;
• limits of the research and significative results;
• cultural implications (practical or socio-economic) when
present;
• reference to research/researches, relevance of the topic,
subjects involved, fundings.
In the case of an “essays and viewpoints” proposal, attention
has to be given to:
• cultural and scientific background with regard to the proposed topic;
• analytical aspects, the state of the art of the critical fields
and debates on the topic.
For both sections, the abstract has to be introduced by
specific keywords, reflecting the essential elements of the
paper. The non-compliance with the aforementioned
indications is a reason for exclusion.
The abstract has to be sent to redazionetechne@sitda.net by
January, 31st 2018, using the sheets attached to this call.
The authors of the accepted abstract will receive information
by the Editorial Team by February, 12th 2018.
Once the abstract has been accepted, the authors are invited
to submit the paper by April, 9th 2018. The paper has to
respect the limit of max 20.000 characters, spaces included,
in the case of single author; max 24.000 characters, spaces
included, in the case of multiple authors. The papers will be
submitted to a double blind review and the authors, whose
papers have been accepted, will receive further information
by May, 4th 2018. The final version of the paper, integrated

with the suggestions given by the referees, will have to be
submitted by June, 3rd 2018.
Texts, bibliographic references, images and notes have to
follow the editorial rules for the authors, available at the following address: http://www.fupress.net/index.php/techne/
information/authors. The non-compliance with the editorial rules is a reason for exclusion.
Selection and review procedures are explained at:
http://www.fupress.net/index.php/techne/about/editorialPolicies.
For further information, please visit the official webpage of
the journal: http://www.fupress.net/index.php/techne/index.
Policy Full Open Access. TECHNE is a Full Open Access
Journal, which guarantees that no university library or
individual reader will ever have to buy a subscription or
buy access through pay-per-view fees to access the articles
published in the Journal.
Hence, TECHNE does not have any income from selling
subscriptions to the print or online version of this journal or
from pay-per-view fees. In order to cover the management
costs of the Journal and of the publication process through a
peer-review procedure, the Journal uses a form of conditional
submission fee referred to as Article Processing Charge
(APC). The fee is only requested if the article is accepted for
publication in this Journal after peer-review and possible
revision of the manuscript.
Note that many national and private research funding
organizations and universities explicitly cover such fees for
articles originated in funded research projects.
The publication fee for each article is:
• euro 140 + IVA for SITdA members;
• euro 190 +IVA for the authors who are NOT SITdA members.
In case of multiple authors, if one of the authorss is a SITdA
member, it will be possible to pay the publication fee stated
for SITdA memebrs. The contribution has to be paid to FUPFirenze University Press, according to the instrucitons which
will be delivered if the paper is accepted for the publication
(a pre-condition is to fill out the data sheet here attached).
A section devoted to papers of advanced search, proposed by
researchers under 35, is foreseen. The papers (up to 2) which

receive and excellent evaluation in the abstract selection and
subsequent double blind review, will be published by SITDA
with no publication fee.
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Section
Topic(from call)

Cod.

Research and experimentation
1.

2.

3.

Title
Keywords (max 5)
SIdTA member

yes

Abstract (max 4000 characters - including spaces)

References (max 5)

Essays and Viewpoints

no

Advanced Search (Under35)

GENERAL INFORMATION
Authors
Corresponding Author

PERSONAL DATA SHEET
Because of reasons of procedural speed, we ask to fll in the personal and fscal data of the person or the institution that will make the payment (we recall that
the payment can be made by one person or one institution). In case the contribution will not be accepted for publication, we guarantee that we will not use
the data provided. Please remember that the subject reported here will be required to make the payment only after the notifcation of acceptance of the article
for the publication and after a specifc request from the publisher (Firenze University Press).

Fill in if the payment will be made by one of the authors
Name

Surname

Born in

on

Adress
Tax code
VAT number

optional

E-mail
Phone number
Fill in if the payment will be made by the Department of one of the authors
Department
Adress
Tax code
VAT number
E-mail

direct contact of the responsible of the
procedure

Phone number

direct contact of the responsible of the
procedure

Fill in if the payment will be made by a private buisness
Buisness Name
Adress
VAT number
E-mail
Phone number

